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Abstract
The motion control of autonomous vehicles with a modular, service-oriented system architecture poses new challenges, 
as trajectory-planning and -execution are independent software functions. In this paper, requirements for an encapsulated 
trajectory tracking control are derived and it’s shown that key differences to conventional vehicles with an integrated sys-
tem architecture exist, requiring additional attention during controller design. A novel, encapsulated control architecture 
is presented that incorporates multiple extensions and support functions, fulfilling the derived requirements. It allows the 
application within the modular architecture without loss of functionality or performance. The controller considers vehicle 
stability and enables the yaw motion as an independent degree of freedom. The concept is applied and validated within the 
vehicles of the UNICAR agil research project, that feature the previously described system architecture to increase flexibility 
of application by dynamically interconnecting services based on the current use-case.

Keywords Motion control · Modularization · Autonomous driving

1 Introduction

The motion control of autonomous vehicles consists of the 
two sub-functions trajectory planning and its execution. 
Most established approaches treat the two functions as a 
unit and develop them in an integrated manner [1], but their 
separation has multiple advantages to consider. It enables the 
use of a modular, service-oriented system architecture and 
increases the reusability as well as updatability of software 
modules, e.g. for different operating modes employing dis-
tinct planning algorithms without having to change the con-
trol stage used as well. Furthermore, the two functions can 
be developed and tested independently during particular test-
ing [2]. However, this separation introduces new challenges 
to achieve a satisfactory overall performance, specifically 

for the trajectory tracking control (TrTC) used to execute 
the planned behavior.

1.1  Research project UNICAR agil

Within the project UNICAR agil, a consortium of eight Ger-
man universities and eight companies are working on driver-
less vehicles that are built strictly modular in hardware and 
software, maximizing the adaptability for different urban 
use-cases. They are built from a scalable platform that is 
complemented with different cabins based on the intended 
application [3]. The platforms possess electric single wheel 
actuators, enabling independent control commands for each 
wheel [4]. The service-oriented architecture allows different 
software-services to be dynamically interconnected based on 
criteria such as the current operating mode of the vehicle [5]. 
Additionally, independent testing and approval of services 
is researched [6]. To fully exploit the benefits of this archi-
tecture, independent trajectory planning and control services 
are required.

1.2  State of the art

Current TrTC frequently employ a high level stabilization 
approach, in which trajectory planning and control are inte-
grated into a single module [1]. However, this approach can 
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lead to higher complexity of the combined module and lacks 
the possibility of separate development and testing proce-
dures. Additionally, high level stabilization approaches can 
face problems concerning disturbance rejection, especially 
in high latency systems [7].

In conventional powertrain architectures, kinematically 
constrained distributions between wheel steering angles are 
used [8], leading to coupled translation and yaw motion of 
the vehicle (non-holonomic system). The yaw angle there-
fore cannot be influenced independently from translatoric 
vehicle motion.

Recently, much research attention has been given to 
model predictive control approaches. These can lead to 
desirable controller performance, especially for non-holo-
nomic vehicles using a conventional steering system, since 
a sequence of control commands is optimized [9]. However, 
results are highly dependent on model fidelity and the com-
putational burden can impede real time capabilities [10].

To the best knowledge of the authors, no comparable 
investigation of the effects of encapsulation on the concep-
tion and design of a TrTC within a modular, service-oriented 
system architecture has been published.

2  Scope and paper structure

TrTC is a key link within the overall system architecture 
of autonomous vehicles, as it transforms planned behavior 
into real world motion. In this paper, it is investigated which 
requirements arise for an encapsulated TrTC within a modu-
lar, service-oriented architecture and what implications are 
expected for the design of a TrTC without loss of function-
ality compared to integrated approaches. The requirement 
analysis includes an examination of the effects of a separated 
trajectory planning and execution stage. Furthermore, it is 
investigated, which effect the use of single wheel actuators 
has on complexity and computation effort of the applied 
control algorithms. After the previous questions have been 
answered, a TrTC is proposed that incorporates multiple 
novel support functions to suppress negative effects result-
ing from the described architecture.

The paper is divided into four main parts: in Sect. 3, the 
system architecture of the UNICAR agil vehicles is presented 
in detail. This lays the foundation for all further considera-
tions within this contribution. The following Sect. 4 deals 
with requirements that arise for application of an encapsu-
lated TrTC within a service-oriented architecture and for 
the use with single wheel actuators. It will be shown that 
there are key differences to integrated approaches commonly 
applied in vehicles with a conventional powertrain. Further-
more, the relevant use-cases are described.

To the best knowledge of the authors, no controller 
has been published that fulfills all derived requirements. 

Therefore, in Sect. 5, it is investigated if and how a control-
ler can satisfy all requirements and if the overall complexity 
of the controller can be reduced compared to established 
model predictive control approaches. A control architecture 
is introduced that takes the previously defined requirements 
into account while maintaining a low overall complexity. 
This TrTC is then implemented in IPG CarMaker simula-
tion environment to verify its applicability for the relevant 
use-cases (Sect. 6).

It is not the scope of this paper to develop an optimal con-
trol law based on specific metrics or to span the full solution 
space for the defined requirements. It is shown, however, that 
an operational control architecture can be derived that fulfills 
the specific requirements within the architecture, which is 
by itself a novelty.

The nomenclature used within this paper is summarized 
in Table 2 within the appendix.

3  System architecture

The system architecture of the UNICAR agil vehicles is 
modular and consists of three main levels: “cerebrum”, 
“brain stem” and “spinal cord”, each containing independent 
hardware and software components. While the “cerebrum” 
contains, among other things, environment perception and 
behavior planning functions, the “brainstem” is tasked with 
the execution of the planned trajectory by generating set-
point commands for the actuators within the “spinal cord” 
[3].

3.1  Mechatronic architecture

The vehicles possess electric single wheel actuators, called 
dynamic modules, comprised out of a wheel-hub-drive, fric-
tion brake, and steering actuator with up to 90◦ wheel steer-
ing angle [4]. This mechatronic structure allows independent 
steering and traction commands for each wheel and there-
fore enables the vehicle yaw motion as a fully independent 
degree of freedom, if no steering angle limits are reached. 
Using this degree of freedom, unconventional maneuvers 
such as sideways parking or narrow turning are possible. 
Figure 1 shows a sideways parking maneuver which is per-
formed by applying 90◦ wheel steering angle to all dynamics 
modules.

3.2  Software architecture

The service-oriented architecture consists of multiple soft-
ware services fulfilling specific functions within the vehicle 
by performing calculations and exchanging data via prede-
fined interfaces. In contrast to conventional architectures 
in the automotive industry, this centralization of software 
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and electronic control units aims at lowering the overall 
complexity, increase updatability and to prevent redundant 
implementations of functions (if not intended by the applied 
safety concept) [5].

There are different operating modes of the vehicle (i.e. 
autonomous driving, Safe Halt [6], or teleoperation [11]). 
For each mode, a different interconnection of services is 
necessary, which is implemented using a so called orches-
trator, dynamically reconfiguring services based on current 
requirements. The combination of individual services make 
up the complete calculation pipeline for the vehicle behavior, 
according to the current operating mode. Communication 
between services is accomplished using the custom-built 
middleware ASOA (automotive service-oriented-software-
architecture) [12].

4  Requirements

The previously described system architecture causes multi-
ple challenges for the TrTC of such vehicles:

• One of the key benefits of the utilized service-oriented 
architecture is the capability to interconnect different 
services dynamically based on current requirements. 
Depending on the operating mode of the vehicle (auto-
mation, Safe Halt, or teleoperation), different services 
plan the target trajectory based on the intended vehicle 
behavior. Therefore, the TrTC needs to be independent 
from planning algorithms, resulting in a controller that 
shall be able to handle trajectories from all sources within 
the system without having to switch operating mode. 
Additionally, the resulting fundamental asynchrony of 
planning and control algorithms shall not have a negative 
effect on the TrTC performance.

• To uphold the overall modularization, information about 
a specific module shall only be distributed to other mod-

ules if absolutely necessary. For example, the trajectory 
planner shall not be customized to downstream modules 
such as the actuator architecture. If information sharing is 
unavoidable to prevent performance degradation, stand-
ardized interfaces shall be utilized, allowing to substitute 
modules at will.

• To avoid strict real time requirements for the computa-
tionally intensive planning services, latencies and jitter 
during trajectory planning shall not affect the controllers 
performance. This also enables using network technolo-
gies with no realtime guarantees for data transfer within 
the vehicle (e.g. Ethernet).

• Single wheel actuators introduce the vehicles yaw angle 
as a fully independent degree of freedom. The result-
ing three degrees of freedom (horizontal position + yaw 
angle) have to be controlled by the TrTC while allowing 
bi-directional driving. All kinematically possible loca-
tions for the vehicles center of rotation shall be enabled 
to be used, which includes maneuvers such as sideways 
parking with 90◦ vehicle sideslip angle (Fig. 1) and turn-
ing within narrow spaces.

• The independent dynamics modules causes the vehicle 
to be over-actuated. The resulting degrees of freedom for 
the wheel force distribution should be used for second-
ary goals (e.g. optimizing safety or energy demand) in 
a control allocation. To fully utilize the over-actuation, 
no predefined distribution strategy for the wheel steering 
angles shall be used but all necessary information shall 
be deducted from the current target trajectory.

• While ensuring the main function of trajectory tracking, 
the vehicle’s stability has to be guaranteed under external 
disturbances and varying road conditions. This is equal to 
limiting the tire slip of each wheel to the stable part of its 
�-slip-curve. The UNICAR agil vehicles are intended to 
be used within an urban environment (e.g. taxi or shuttle 
services). Operation close to the vehicle dynamic lim-
its is hence not intended. However, during unexpected 
or emergency situations highly dynamic maneuvers are 
within the operational design domain.

• The execution of planned trajectories is subject to vari-
ous constraints such as actuator-, friction- or kinematic-
limits. Therefore, the TrTC needs to ensure that the inde-
pendent planning stage only calculates trajectories that 
are physically feasible. Additionally, it has to be guaran-
teed that the controller will neither destabilize nor show 
unexpected behavior in case the execution limits were 
estimated wrongly and a non-feasible trajectory was 
planned.

• Trajectory planning and control both rely on localization 
data. In the contemplated service-oriented architecture, it 
is possible that planning and control each utilize a differ-
ent and independent localization service. If these services 
estimate deviant poses of the vehicle, e.g. because of spe-

Fig. 1  Sideways parking of UNICAR agil vehicle “autoSHUTTLE” 
with 90◦ wheel steering angle on all wheels, utilizing the independent 
dynamics modules
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cific sensor errors, the controller will try to compensate 
for this offset. It is therefore mandatory that the control-
ler includes a mechanism that monitors the offset and 
guarantees that no control action will be derived from it 
[13]. To prevent growing tracking errors, it is also man-
datory that the effects of earth curvature are compensated 
within the controller. Without compensation, the tracking 
error will increase nonlinearly with distance travelled and 
even comparably short distances (e. g. 50 km) can lead 
to unacceptable tracking errors for certain scenarios.

• Common model predictive control approaches are com-
putationally intensive because a series of control actions 
is optimized, which leads to higher hardware demands 
and expenses on cooling and power supply. Due to the 
yaw motion being a fully independent degree of free-
dom when using single wheel actuators, the vehicle 
transforms into a holonomic system, hence no control 
input series needs to be considered to reach an intended 
vehicle state.1 The controller shall therefore refrain from 
multi step optimization and register low computational 
demands, making it possible to run on microcontroller 
architecture and to widen the possible application field.2

The derived requirements are summarized in Table 1.

5  Controller architecture

After the question has been answered, which requirements 
arise for the TrTC within the considered system architecture, 
it is of interest, if and how a controller can fulfill all defined 
requirements.

5.1  Necessary support functions and extensions

To avoid any loss of performance and functionality, multiple 
extensions compared to conventional controllers need to be 
made.

5.1.1  Trajectory description

All planning services utilize an identical trajectory defi-
nition. The jth target trajectory Tj  consists out of n time-
stamped setpoint values for the pose Pj,i of the vehicle 
(horizontal position + yaw angle) and their first two time 
derivatives. The positions are given in the geodetic ETRS89 
coordinate system, which considers earth curvature.

The first point of a new trajectory Tj+1,1 is located at the 
predicted position of the vehicle on the last target trajectory 
Tj to ensure smooth transitions. The trajectory additionally 
includes information about the expected slope of the road 
(longitudinal and lateral), that are utilized within feedfor-
ward control.

New target trajectories are cyclically sent to TrTC by 
planning services. By providing a significantly longer tra-
jectory than the cycle time of the planner, it is ensured that 
the TrTC does not run out of target values in case of unex-
pected latency and jitter. In combination with an absolute 

(1)Tj =
{
(tj,i,Pj,i, Ṗj,i, P̈j,i)i=1..n

}

Table 1  Derived requirements for encapsulated TrTC within the system architecture described in Sect. 3

Req. Description

R1 TrTC shall not need knowledge about or synchronization with the source of received trajectory (independence from planning stage). 
Additionally a dynamic reconfiguration of service interconnections shall be possible

R2 Only information shall be shared between modules via standardized interfaces that will lead to loss of performance if they are omitted
R3 Delay and jitter of the trajectory planning stage shall not influence TrTC performance and stability
R4 All three horizontal degrees of freedom shall be controlled independently and bi-directional driving shall be possible
R5 TrTC shall guarantee vehicle stability by limiting wheel slip to stable part of �-slip-curve
R6 TrTC shall not rely on predefined distribution strategies for forces and wheel steering angles, but deduct all necessary information from 

the received target trajectory
R7 TrTC shall ensure that the trajectory planner only provides physically feasible trajectories and shall include an escalation mechanism in 

case of errors during estimation of execution limits
R8 No consideration of state history within the TrTC (holonomic system)
R9 Independent testing of planning and execution stage shall be possible
R10 Unwanted control action by inconsistent estimated vehicle poses shall be avoided
R11 Tracking error caused by earth curvature shall be avoided

1 The trajectory planner may utilize different strategies for the 
intended yaw motion of the vehicle, such as preventing a vehicle side-
slip angle or constant yaw angle, and encode this behavior into the 
target trajectory.
2 In contrast, computational demands for the trajectory planning 
might increase slightly, but as there are no hard realtime requirements 
for the planning service, different and more potent hardware may be 
used.
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time reference for the containing target states, requirement 
R3 is fulfilled.

To enable independent development of planning and con-
trol algorithms, the planned trajectories are generally not 
changed due to control deviations (low-level-stabilization). 
As a fallback level for wrongly assumed acceleration limits 
of the vehicle, thresholds for the biggest acceptable control 
deviation are defined, triggering the re-planning of the target 
trajectory if exceeded (bi-level-stabilization [7]).

5.1.2  Pose offset correction

To resolve the problem caused by deviating vehicle poses, 
estimated by different localization functions, a pose offset 
correction mechanism is proposed [13]. The system moni-
tors the offset between the pose from which a target trajec-
tory was planned and the pose a second localization function 
estimated at the same time. It is assumed that any offset 
between the two functions is due to specific sensor errors 
and shall be neglected. The estimated offset is removed from 
all poses sent to the TrTC. Therefore, no control action will 
occur due to sensor errors between both functions, fulfilling 
requirement R10.

5.1.3  Estimation of execution limits

Due to the modular separation of planning and execution of 
trajectories, it has to be ensured that only physically feasible 
trajectories are planned. To do so, an independent support 
service is introduced that estimates dynamic and kinematic 
limits of the vehicle and communicates them to any service 
planning target trajectories (requirement R7) via a stand-
ardized interface. Hence, the planning stage can deduct all 
necessary information from this interface and does not need 
to be customized to a specific vehicle during development 
(requirement R2).

The estimation can be assisted by the single wheel actua-
tors that allow active excitation of the powertrain. By apply-
ing differential torques between the wheels, a friction coef-
ficient estimation is supported [14], but not subject of this 
publication.

5.1.4  Trajectory preprocessing

As described in Sect. 5.1.1, vehicle target positions are pro-
vided in geodetic coordinate system ETRS89. To be used 
for the calculation of control deviations within the TrTC, the 
positions in each new target trajectory are transformed into 
a local, Cartesian coordinate system in an additional sup-
port service. The origin of this coordinate system is located 
in the pose, each individual trajectory was planned on and 
the estimated actual vehicle position is transformed into the 
same system to ensure consistency. The cyclic coordinate 

transformation ensures that earth curvature will have no 
effect on controller performance, fulfilling requirement R11.

5.1.5  Stability control

According to requirement R5, the vehicle stability has to be 
ensured at all times. In conventional vehicles this require-
ment is fulfilled by three systems: traction control (TC), anti-
lock braking system (ABS) and electronic stability control 
(ESC). Using single wheel actuators, these systems can 
be simplified and are therefore replaced by an integrated 
concept.

The vehicle yaw motion is an independent degree of free-
dom and directly controlled by the proposed control archi-
tecture, therefore there is no demand for a dedicated ESC 
algorithm.

Both TC and ABS keep the wheel slip within stable limits 
of the �-slip-curve. In the proposed architecture they are 
replaced by dynamic wheel rotational limits that are cal-
culated within the TrTC. These limits are then considered 
within the underlying electric drive control included in the 
single wheel actuators, reducing setpoint torques until the 
rotational speed limits are kept. Hence, requirement R5 is 
fulfilled.

5.2  Overall service architecture

The entire motion control service architecture is shown in 
Fig. 2. The displayed switches mark the possible reconfigu-
rations by the ASOA orchestrator, based on the current vehi-
cle operating mode.

During the autonomous driving operating mode of the 
vehicle, trajectories are planned by the trajectory plan-
ning service inside the “cerebrum” layer. The trajectories 
are planned based on estimated vehicle pose, provided by 
an independent localization function. Afterwards, the tra-
jectories are sent to the “brainstem” layer and a coordinate 
transformation of the geodetic positions into local naviga-
tional coordinate system is performed during trajectory pre-
processing, enabling controller design in a Cartesian system 
(Sect. 5.1.4).

The TrTC receives the trajectory and calculates setpoint 
values for the dynamic modules within the “spinal cord” 
layer, using the estimated vehicle state from the vehi-
cle dynamics state estimation. The estimated state values 
undergo the previously described offset correction to prevent 
control deviation based on differences in pose estimation by 
the two localization functions. To calculate the pose offset, 
the current trajectory is needed, as it includes the pose on 
which it was planned on [13].

Trajectories can also be sent to TrTC from the control 
center during teleoperation, and from the Safe Halt function. 
The latter function transforms an emergency path, provided 
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by the trajectory planner, into a trajectory after verifying 
it’s unoccupied. Emergency paths are successively planned 
and in case of an error within the “cerebrum” layer, the last 
received path is used for the Safe Halt function. This ensures 
the vehicles ability to be transferred into a risk minimal state 
in case of degradations [6].

The TrTC needs no knowledge about the source of the 
trajectory as encoding doesn’t change and interconnection 
is done solely by the orchestrator. Hence, the same service 
is used for all operating modes of the vehicle requiring a 
trajectory tracking functionality, fulfilling requirement R1.

The dynamic and kinematic execution limits are estimated 
within the separate service and then sent to all services plan-
ning target trajectories via a standardized interface. This 
ensures that every planning services can adapt the planned 
trajectory according to the vehicle’s current capabilities.

5.3  Controller

According to requirements R4 and R6, the controller has 
to calculate wheel individual setpoint values for the single 
wheel actuators solely based on the received target trajec-
tory and the current vehicle dynamics state, to guarantee 

the maximum application range for different trajectory plan-
ning algorithms. Since single wheel actuators transform the 
vehicle into a holonomic system, no consideration of past 
vehicle states is needed which allows immediate and inde-
pendent correction of all three degrees of freedom. This fact 
is subsequently exploited to derive a control algorithm with 
significantly reduced complexity and computation effort 
compared to model predictive control approaches. Linear 
control techniques are applied because nonlinearities within 
the powertrain are compensated by underlying low-level 
actuator controllers within a cascaded structure.

5.3.1  Overall architecture

The TrTC is implemented with a two degree of freedom 
structure consisting out of a feedforward term and state feed-
back (Fig. 3) for each independent degree-of-freedom of the 
vehicle. The individual amounts are then summed for the 
total force demand Fd.

The feedforward control is based on setpoint accelera-
tion values in the target trajectory to ensure high system 
dynamics and an open-loop realization of the target tran-
sient behavior. Linear state feedback accounts for model 

Fig. 2  Proposed motion control service architecture

Fig. 3  Proposed controller architecture consisting out of a feedforward control and state feedback for each of the vehicle’s three independent 
degrees of freedom
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uncertainties and external disturbances. Using different time 
constants on the feedback terms, the dynamics of each state 
can be manipulated.

The benefit of this architecture is the continuation of the 
modular approach. Feedforward, state feedback, control 
allocation and setpoint calculation can each be developed 
independently and replaced by different algorithms, without 
the need to change other parts of the controller (while keep-
ing overall stability of the closed loop under consideration). 
Requirement R4 and R8 are thus fulfilled.

5.3.2  Force demand

The regarded vehicle is over-actuated due to the single 
wheel actuators. This property poses a challenge during 
the distribution of the overall force demand to the individ-
ual actuators (control allocation). To solve this issue, the 
setpoint values for position, velocity and acceleration are 
transformed into Frenet coordinate system (denoted by F) 
defined by setpoint velocity along the path of the planned 
trajectory (see Fig. 4). This transformation allows to sepa-
rate subsets of the overall force demand that are applied by 
a specific actuator (e.g. steering or electric drive). The lon-
gitudinal force demand in Frenet coordinates is provided 

by the drive or braking actuators, while the lateral force 
demand is provided by steering actuators. The translational 
force demand FFd,t is defined by:

where set stands for setpoint values extracted from the 
target trajectory and s respectively n are the Frenet 
coordinate axes. It is important to note, that aset,n is not 
defined by v̇set,n but calculated independently within the 
trajectory planner.

A rotation matrix R is calculated for the transformation 
of positions, velocities and accelerations from Cartesian to 
Frenet coordinate system:

Using R , the necessary transformations from Cartesian to 
Frenet coordinate frame are given by:

Based on the estimated translational force demand on the 
vehicle, the over-actuated vehicle structure demands a reso-
lution strategy, calculating a force demand for each wheel 
(control allocation). Different strategies can be applied, e.g. 
minimization of used friction potential or energy demand 

(2)

FFd,t =

�
Fd,s,t

Fd,n,t

�

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

� pset,s−pact,s

�p
+vset,s−vact,s

�v
) + aset,s − aact,s

�
⋅ mv + aset,s ⋅ mv� pset,n−pact,n

�p
+vset,n−vact,n

�v
) + aset,n − aact,n

�
⋅ mv + aset,n ⋅ mv

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

(3)R =

[
cos(�c,set ) −sin(�c,set )

sin(�c,set ) cos(�c,set )

]

(4)
[
pact,s
pact,n

]
= R

[
pact,x − pset,x
pact,y − pset,y

]

(5)
[
vact,s
vact,n

]
= R

[
vact,x
vact,y

]

(6)
[
aact,s
aact,n

]
= R

[
aact,x
aact,y

]

(7)
[
pset,s
pset,n

]
= 0

(8)

[
vset,s
vset,n

]
= R

[
vset,x
vset,y

]
=

[
cos(�c,set ) ⋅ vset,x − sin(�c,set ) ⋅ vset,y

0

]

(9)
[
aset,s
aset,n

]
= R

[
aset,x
aset,y

]

Fig. 4  Frenet coordinate frame used in this paper. p
set,x and p

set,y are 
interpolated from the discrete target trajectory. p

act,x and p
act,y are not 

on the path of the trajectory, indicating a tracking error
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[15–17], resulting in the translational force demand FFd,t ,i 
for each wheel i ∈ 1..4.

In addition to the translational vehicle motion, the yaw 
motion is controlled by a third independent control loop. 
Yaw torque demand Md,� is defined by:

The result is then transformed into an additional force 
demand for each wheel FFd,� ,i by disassembling Md,� into 
force components with maximum lever arm to vehicle center 
(see Fig. 5).

The total force demand for for each wheel in longitudinal 
and lateral direction is then given by:

with

(10)Md,� =

⎛⎜⎜⎝

pset,�−pact,�

�p
+ vset,� − vact,�

�v
+ aset,� − aact,�

⎞⎟⎟⎠
⋅ Θ� + aset,� ⋅ Θψ

(11)FFd,i =

[
Fd,s,i

Fd,n,i

]
=

[
Fd,s,t ,i + Fd,s,� ,i

Fd,n,t ,i + Fd,n,� ,i

]

in which l is the wheelbase, w the track width, and l� the dis-
tance between vehicle center and wheel contact point. The 
wheels are numbered in order front-left, front-right, rear-left, 
rear-right. The kinematic relations are displayed in Fig. 5.

Equation 12 assumes an equal distribution of forces to 
all wheels for the application of the desired yaw torque. 
However, any distribution guaranteeing an identical sum of 
longitudinal and lateral forces over all wheel contact points 
is possible. This fact can be utilized for the compensation 
of actuator degradations or to ensure vehicle stability when 
driving close to friction limits.

5.3.3  Setpoint value calculation

The force demands are then transformed into setpoint values 
for each single wheel actuator ui which consists out of the 
wheel steering angle �d,i and the target wheel torque Md,i:

in which c� is an estimated cornering stiffness of the tire. 
The current target speed direction at the wheel contact point 
�c,set,i is calculated from the target trajectory by:

(12)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Fd,s,� ,1

Fd,n,� ,1

Fd,s,� ,2

Fd,n,� ,2

Fd,s,� ,3

Fd,n,� ,3

Fd,s,� ,4

Fd,n,� ,4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−cos(arctan(
l

w
) + �c,set )

sin(arctan(
l

w
) + �c,set )

sin(arctan(
w

l
) + �c,set )

cos(arctan(
w

l
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with vvset,x and vvset,y representing the setpoint speed in 
the vehicle coordinate system defined by [18]. To ensure 
fast correction of control errors, vvset,y and vset,� include a 
superposed term based on the respective control deviation 
that create a kinematic path back onto the current target 
trajectory.

Distribution of Md,i to drive and brake actuators are done 
based on current driving direction and whether specific 
maneuvers (e.g. sideways parking) are intended. The set-
point values ui are executed by low-level controllers in each 
single wheel actuator, which are not subject of this paper.

6  Implementation

The concept is implemented in IPG CarMaker simulation 
environment which is extended with verified dynamic 
models for all single wheel actuators and therefore ena-
bles full support for the proposed control concept. For 
the defined use-case of urban driving, a representative 
test case is considered (Fig. 6). The double lane change 
around a parking vehicle is chosen since it represents typi-
cal maneuvering during city driving and combines lon-
gitudinal and lateral acceleration. It is performed twice, 
once with the goal of no vehicle sideslip angle ( �set = 0 ) 

and once without yaw motion ( p� ,set = v� ,set = a� ,set = 0 ). 
The tests are not conducted at friction limits since they 
aren’t expected during normal driving operation within 
the use-case, hence an initial speed of 50 km

h
 and max. 

acceleration values of 1.5 m
s2

 (longitudinal and lateral) are 
chosen to ensure passenger comfort. To verify fulfillment 
of requirement R3, a random latency between 0 and 100 
ms is artificially added to each trajectory that is sent to 
the TrTC. Equations 2 and 10 include an estimated vehi-
cle mass ( mv ) and moment of inertia (Θ� ) , that are not 
always precisely known in a real world application. Hence, 
both lane change maneuvers are also performed with an 
assumed vehicle mass and moment of inertia that is 20% 
below the actual value.

To perform the simulation, the controller has to be para-
metrized by defining the different time constants for the state 
feedback. Since the transient behavior is executed by the 
independent feedforward control, the state feedback can uti-
lize a stiff parametrization to account for model uncertainties 
and external disturbances. Thus, the stiff values �p = 0.28 s 
and �v = 0.07 s are chosen.

During maneuvering through city traffic, position errors 
are considered to be critical and are therefore primarily ana-
lyzed, as they are directly responsible for a potential colli-
sion. The tracking error for each simulation consists out of 

Fig. 6  Double lane change maneuver used for verification of the implemented control concept. Yellow line represents the translational path of 
the target trajectory used
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the horizontal position error in both Frenet axis directions 
and a yaw angle error. The results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

It is shown that the vehicle is able to follow the target tra-
jectory and that translational and yaw motion of the vehicle 
can be manipulated independently (requirement R4). Dif-
ferent steering strategies are deducted solely from the target 
trajectory, which fulfills requirement R6. The added artifi-
cial latency and jitter does not negatively affect the tracking 
accuracy (requirement R3), as identical results are obtained 
without it. Furthermore, the tracking error is well below the 
required accuracy for driving on local roads [19], which is 
the objective within the project UNICAR agil. This is also 
true with an underestimated vehicle mass and moment of 
inertia, which leads to an expected slight increase of tracking 
errors. This fact demonstrates the robustness of the control-
ler towards a typical parameter uncertainty in real world 
application. To obtain these results, no consideration of state 
history in a multi step optimization was necessary, verifying 
requirement R8. The constants �p and �v allow the two goals 
of tracking accuracy and passenger comfort to be weighed 
against each other and an application-specific compromise 
to be found.

7  Conclusion

This paper offers multiple contributions to the TrTC of 
autonomous vehicles.

Firstly, it has been shown which requirements arise from 
the application of an encapsulated TrTC within a modular 
service-oriented system architecture and what impact sin-
gle wheel actuators have on the controllers task. The analy-
sis shows that well established control concepts cannot be 
adopted without significant changes and the introduction of 
support functions. The high complexity of these concepts 
(caused by the integration of vehicle state history) is not 

needed when using single wheel actuators due to the holo-
nomic system property.

Secondly, the question whether a control architecture can 
fulfill all defined requirements has been answered by propos-
ing and implementing a novel architecture. The previously 
identified required extensions and support functions are con-
ceptually designed and implemented, to ensure that no loss 
of performance and functionality occurs. The controller is 
capable of tracking a target trajectory in all three independ-
ent degrees of freedom of the vehicle, while utilizing the 
single wheel actuators for secondary objectives and guaran-
teeing low demands on computational effort. The concept 
does not need a predefined distribution of torques and wheel 
steering angles, as all necessary information can be derived 
from setpoint values in the target trajectory. Trajectories 
from multiple sources within the service-oriented environ-
ment can be handled by the developed control architecture 
while not needing any information about the overall vehicle 
operation mode.

By presenting the aforementioned TrTC architecture, it 
was confirmed that a separation of trajectory-planning and 
execution stage can be achieved without loss of perfor-
mance or functionality, allowing the use of particular test-
ing methods for both stages, significantly increasing flex-
ibility and updatability within autonomous vehicles. The 
contributions in this paper extend the applicability of TrTC 
to modular system architectures. Thus, cross-domain objec-
tives such as the service-orientation and dynamic recon-
figuration of functions are no longer impeded by the TrTC, 
which transforms planned behavior into real world motion.

The control approach is currently being integrated in 
all four research vehicles of the UNICAR agil project 
using microcontroller embedded hardware and therefore 
applied within the described system architecture. Real-
world validation experiments for the control architecture 
are performed.
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Certain aspects of the overall concept will be subject of 
further research, such as the control allocation strategy, the 
estimation of execution limits and rotational speed limits for 
stability control, or the compensation of actuator degrada-
tions. Additional starting points for research based on this 
paper may include an evaluation of the subjective passenger 
comfort during test drives as well as controller extensions for 
highly dynamic driving close to friction limits.

Appendix A: Nomenclature

See Table 2.
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